Finding and Publishing Scientific Literature

- Library Resources and Research Support

Ulrika Haak & Jonas Petersson
Uppsala University Library
E-resources

- about 500,000 e-books
- about 30,000 e-journals
- about 300 databases
INTERLIBRARY LOANS

If you can’t find it – request it – we will find it!

Note! Elsevier- full access to 30/6 2018

Or...suggest a purchase
Databases

- Scopus
- Web of Science
- IEEE Xplore
- Lecture Notes in Computer Science
Recommended resources and research tips tailored to your topic

*Computer Science and IT*

Citation guide
Searching
Thesis support
Show library access links for (choose up to five libraries):

- Uppsala universitetsbibliotek - Full-Text @ Uppsala UB
- UPPSALA UNIVERSITET - ProQuest Fulltext
- LIBRIS - Library Search (Sweden)

Online access to library subscriptions is usually restricted to patrons of that library. You may need to login with your library password, use a campus computer, or configure your browser to use a library proxy. Please visit your library's website or ask a local librarian for assistance.
BREAK!
Find information about the support the library offers you as a researcher in publishing issues:

- thesis support
- open access
- publishing strategies
- increase your visibility
- bibliometrics
- digitisation
- DiVA
- research data
- copyright when publishing
OA policy at Uppsala university?

Objectives and strategies for world-leading research

Objective
The university will strengthen its position as a leading international research university.

Strategies
- The breadth and diversity of research will be maintained and developed.
- The allocation of research funding between and within scientific disciplines and faculties will be based on evaluations of quality and productivity.
- New and strategically important areas of research will be given special support for rapid establishment.
- The application of sound research practices and ethical research principles is an absolute prerequisite and will be secured through continual educational and informational efforts.
- Dynamic research environments with shared infrastructure will be fostered to support excellent research and facilitate innovative cooperation.
- Cross-disciplinary research cooperation within the University and with external partners will be supported and structural barriers to cooperation will be removed.
- All research will be thoroughly scrutinized in order to strengthen quality and add new aspects. Research results will be published via the most prominent channels in the respective subject areas.

- Research results will be made available in open access channels, wherever possible.

Cooperation with national and international research funding agencies and organisations will be reinforced and academic staff will be encouraged to take on duties in such organisations.
- External research funding will be increased by giving organisational support for the design of broad and cross-disciplinary research initiatives.
Benefits of open access

Discoverability

Increased interdisciplinary conversation

Meet the funding agencies’ demands

Increased citation and usage

Educational

Public access and engagement

Image credit: Samordning av öppen tillgång till vetenskapliga publikationer, Kungliga biblioteket (2017)
Article

Green Route
(often manuscript)

- Institutional Repository
- Disciplinary Repository

Gold Route
(journal article)

- All OA, No fees
- Hybrid (OA with fees and non OA)
- All OA (Fees Mandatory)

EMBARGO PERIOD?
Predatory publishers
12 april 13.00-15:30

Eva Netzelius-salen 10:K102, Blåsenhus

Defeating the predators – a seminar on responsible publishing

Register for fika: http://doit.medfarm.uu.se/kurt13598
Identify yourself in the academic crowd
Identify yourself in the academic crowd
Identify yourself in the academic crowd
This user is affiliated with Uppsala University in Sweden.

About me
I coordinate the collaboration between Uppsala University and Al-Baha university in Saudi Arabia.
I also coordinate the bilateral collaboration between Sida (International Development Cooperation Agency) and AHRI (Armauer Hansen Research Institute) in Addis Abeba, Ethiopia.

Research area
Malaria mosquitoes with particular focus on bacteria associated with mosquitoes.
Identify yourself in the academic crowd
Identify yourself in the academic crowd

- Create an ORCID at orcid.org
- Use the DOI, ISBN or other persistent-ID when communicating about your publications
- Retain your copyright when possible
Identify yourself in the academic crowd
Publish your thesis

We help you as a PhD student at Uppsala University, Dalarna University and the University of Gävle, with graphic design, archiving and electronic publishing in DiVA as well as contact with the printer.

- Booking a schedule
- Printing your thesis
- Posting your thesis
- Digitise your thesis
- Contact

You can find templates, documents, information about courses and FAQ in our guide Thesis support.

BOOKING A SCHEDULE

No later than 14 weeks before your thesis, you should request a schedule for the production of your thesis. Production starts about 3–4 weeks before the public posting. The schedule may be affected by holidays and working days between holidays and weekends. Request a schedule for production of your thesis.
BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

OR TAKE A COURSE!
Contact:

ask.library@ub.uu.se

@UppsalaUniLib

@fragauub
Ångström Library

- Staffed Mon-Fri 10-17
- Open 24/7
- IT/Computer Science, Physics, astronomy, mathematics, engineering, chemistry
Thank you!
Have a Nice Weekend!

Ulrika Haak & Jonas Petersson
Uppsala University Library